INTRODUCTION 63 64
The complexity and heterogeneity of biological materials make osmotic dehydration 65 (OD) modelling a difficult subject to face, and constitute the main reason why OD 66 models have generally made use of a macroscopic approach in which the tissue is 67 assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic. It is frequent to find applications of Fick's 68 Second law to obtain an approximate solution, in which an apparent or effective 69 diffusivity is used to account for all variables. Aguilera et al. (2003) reported that the 70 use of an effective diffusivity obtained from the Second Fick's law is not only 71 questionable from the theoretical standpoint, but reduces all structural effects and 72 related mechanisms to a single parameter. Accordingly, several authors emphasize the 73 relevance of food structure and how it is modified during processing in order to clearly 74 understand mass transfer phenomena in cellular tissues (Aguilera et al. 2003 ; 75 6 described (Seguí et al, 2010) . Briefly, cells were isolated from apple parenchyma in a 126 digestion medium containing pectinase. Subsequent osmotic experiments were carried 127 out in a heating/cooling stage at constant temperature (30 ºC), placed under a light 128 microscope, and monitored by a CCD camera incorporated to the microscope and 129 connected to a computer. Images of the cells being dehydrated were saved during the 130 treatment and next analyzed and measured (Adobe Photoshop, v. 7.0; ImageJ, 1.36b 131 free version). The projected cross area and major axis of each cell protoplast were 132 measured; volumes (V PM ) were calculated considering cells as spheroids obtained by 133
rotating the ellipses about their major axis. 134
For comparison purposes, apple protoplasts were also isolated from the same plant 135 material using the isolation procedure described in Seguí 
Using Irreversible Thermodynamics to describe cell dehydration 164
Regarding the driving force that promotes mass transfer, this can be analysed by means 165 of equations based on the diffusional mechanism or irreversible thermodynamics, 166 depending on whether the driving force is defined as the difference in concentration 167 between phases or the difference in the chemical potential, respectively (Gekas, 1992) . 168
The thermodynamic equilibrium of a system is usually analysed in terms of the Gibbs 169 free energy (Fito et al., 2007) 
Where Lw is the water phenomenological coefficient, T the temperature of the system, R 316 the universal gas constant, and a can be used to model water transfer across the plasma membrane in the absence of a cell 320 wall; however, in the case of apple isolated cells the application of equation 7 is 321 restricted to the period at which the plasmalemma is not longer stretched by the cell 322
wall. The application of this equation is also subjected to the hypothesis that the cell 323 wall is not significantly influencing the transfer of water or solutes during this stage, 324 which needs to be corroborated by comparing the results with mass transfer coefficients 325 obtained for apple isolated protoplasts. 326
Experimental values for cells and protoplasts were fitted to equation 7 by simple linear 327 regression. In the case of the isolated cells, points before full separation were not fitted 328 to the straight line since they belong to stage 0 P · V w  
. Table 1 summarizes the fit  329 results obtained for the experimental data. The P-value obtained from the ANOVA 330 analysis (Statgraphics plus 5.1) was > 0.05 for the phenomenological coefficients 331 calculated, indicating that no significant differences exist between the means of the 332 phenomenological coefficients obtained for isolated protoplasts and isolated cells (the 333
On the one hand, these results corroborate that, in the experimental conditions assayed 335 and after complete protoplast separation, the cell wall does not represent a significant 336 barrier to mass transfer; however, analysing the experimental data in more detail reveal 337 that some differences exist. First, it can be appreciated that the correlation coefficients 338 (R 2 ) obtained in the fittings for isolated protoplasts are appreciably better than the 339 obtained for isolated cells, which becomes more significant in the case of type-II cells, 340 some of which showed a very poor R 2 . In figure 4 , the differences among cells and 341 protoplasts are illustrated. This representation suggests that, kinetics of the dehydration 342 process is faster in the case of the isolated cells just after complete separation, and it 343 15 reduces as the process continues. These differences in the behaviour of cells and 344 protoplasts might be explained by the differences in the way they accommodate an 345 excess of plasma membrane material. While a shrinking isolated cell may be able to 346 accommodate the plasma membrane surface in the Hechtian structures through 347 membrane strands formation (Ferrando & In general terms, small gradients promote slow dehydration rates and, consequently, the 415 elastic deformation of the PM and the CW; whereas fast dehydration rates promote 416
